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Abstract 
Ensuring desktops are secure is a priority for nearly all companies. This is fueled by an increased recognition of 
the threat unsecured desktops pose, as well as a need to meet compliance regulations. However, most companies 
have struggled with implementing security solutions that truly protect desktops from the myriad of threats today. 
Removing administrator rights from end users when they log into their desktop is the Holy Grail of desktop security. 
Implementation of this level of security has been difficult due to the fact that ordinary activities an end user needs to 
do for their job, such as running certain applications, performing authorized installations, or managing certain desktop 
settings require users to have administrative privileges. These limitations have caused many organizations to continue 
to allow users to run with local admin privileges.

The good news is that the technologies exist to eliminate the need for end users to have administrative privileges on 
their desktop to perform their job tasks. This paper presents the benefits or removing admininstrator privileges from 
end users, the combination of technologies needed for effective implementation of this level of security, and how to 
best remove local admin privileges, while maintaining the users’ access to all applications.

Introduction
Everyone knows the story about corporate desktop security. If you ask 100 different companies about their end user 
desktop security, you will find that over half don’t have any security beyond the ubiquitous and all too ineffective 
firewall and antivirus software. While three-quarters of the companies are actively trying to improve their desktop 
security, they feel as if they don’t have a viable solution. This is how it has been for a longtime in corporate America.

Unfortunately, it is still the same story in corporate America today. For many people searching for a security solution it 
is like trying to read a mystery novel for the 10th time, all the while hoping to find a different ending. Unfortunately, the 
story of corporate users using their desktop computer as Administrator has not changed, just as your novel will not write 
a new ending on its own.

The implementation of the Principle of Least Privilege and Least Privilege User Access (LUA) are solutions to users 
requiring administrative privileges on their desktop. The “LUA bug” is defined as the set of ordinary activities a user 
has to do in their course of business, such as running applications, performing authorized installations, or managing 
certain desktop settings that require users to have administrative privileges. This “LUA bug” has plagued corporate 
America since the onset of PCs on every desk. The good news is that there are solutions and LUA can be achieved, 
allowing corporations to greatly improve corporate desktop security. There are reasonably priced and efficient methods 
to provide a way for standard employees to use their desktop with “least privileges” and remove their need to run as 
Administrator. Using existing Microsoft technologies, combined with some third party solutions, the “LUA bug” can be 
exterminated and the ending to the story of corporate desktop security rewritten.

Principle of Least Privilege
The term Principle of Least Privilege has been thrown around for many years, many times over, and in many venues. 
It was defined best by the United States Department of Defense. The Department of Defense knows very well the 
ramifications of allowing users to run with excess privileges, as well as the benefits of having a user to run with limited 
privileges on their desktop. The Department of Defense defines the Principle of Least Privilege as:

“[The Principle of Least Privilege] requires that each subject in a system be granted the most restrictive set of privileges 
(or lowest clearance) needed for the performance of authorized tasks. The application of this principle limits the damage 
that can result from accident, error, or unauthorized use.”  
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Benefits for Implementing LUA
If you are not firsthand experiencing the issues related to a user having administrative privileges on their desktop, I am 
certain you can see the potential negative impact that it can have for a company. The benefits of achieving LUA on each 
and every desktop in a corporate environment are compelling. Every company that I have spoken with wants to achieve 
LUA, and mainly for the following benefits.

Increased Security
You must consider the security consequences of a desktop where a user has administrative privileges. In this 
environment, the user can do anything to the desktop, at anytime. This includes installing new applications, modifying 
security settings for the desktop, accessing and running every application from the Internet. In essence, if you have 
granted a user to be a local admin on their desktop, you have relinquished all control over that desktop. Therefore, if 
you can eliminate the user from running with administrative privileges, you will increase the security of that desktop 
by stopping the user from installing and running any application they desire. Even more important is that removing 
administrative privileges will reduce malware.  If a user can’t install software, then there is little chance that a virus or 
other malicious software will be introduced by installation.

Increased Manageability
When least privilege is obtained and users are no longer local admins on their desktop, it provides an environment 
where the network administrators can do their job more efficiently. It creates a clear boundary on the desktop. The 
boundary separates what the user should and should not do, allowing the network administrators to solely make 
the desktop management decisions. If users can alter the settings made by network administrators, it provides an 
unmanaged environment that is extremely unstable and unpredictable. Least privilege eliminates this by removing the 
users’ destructive capabilities. 

Increased Productivity
The requirements and time that it takes to reinstall a user’s desktop is very high. There are many applications, settings, 
configurations, and environment complexities that come with installing an end user’s desktop. When the user has the 
ability to install and run any application they desire, these settings easily get altered. In most cases, the applications 
that are required for the company to run will break or malfunction. The ability to install and run any application also 
invites spyware, malware, viruses, and other malicious software that is dedicated to breaking the desktop. The continued 
stability of a desktop that is running with  least privilege will increase the productivity of the end user, as well as the IT 
staff. 

Reduced Costs
Time is money. The time that a user spends waiting for their computer to be “fixed” after a malicious attack due to a 
non-approved installed piece of software is eliminated with least privilege. By prohibiting users to install unauthorized 
software there is little chance for a virus or other malicious software to instal. If the user does not have administrative 
privileges, the malicious applications on the Internet are powerless, because they won’t be able to access the key areas 
of the computer as a limited user which is defined by least privilege. With all of these reductions in downtime, users 
and IT staff alone will be able to spend more time on their job, reducing the cost associated with users running with 
administrative privileges.

Reduced Piracy and Legal Liability Issues
Although we all want to trust our users in a corporate environment, there are bound to be a few exceptions to our trust. 
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If you are granting users administrative privilege over their desktop, you are in essence granting them the ability to 
pirate software and potentially create a legal liability issues for the corporation. For a company and IT staff to turn their 
head and allow such behavior does not diminish the fact that it is happening. Thus, it does not exonerate the company 
from the consequences that come along with the prosecution that will come from the behavior. However, if least 
privilege is implemented, these issues are no longer a consideration, as the user will no longer be able to install non-
approved software.

Compliance with Mandates
One of the most compelling reasons for implementing least privilege is to meet security compliance requirements. 
According to U.S. federal government regulations, USGCB  (previously known as FDCC),it is no longer acceptable to 
have users running with administrative privileges. In the original memorandum dated March 2007, from Karen Evans, 
Administrator for the Office of E-Government and Information Technology, she details exactly what the requirements 
are to meet the new Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). The new FISMA requirements detailed in 
section 3544(b)(2)(D)(iii) clearly indicates that all Windows desktop configurations the following must be adhered to:

“Restricting administration of these configurations to only authorized professionals.” 

These requirements are still in place today and must be adhered to by all federal government agencies. The regulations 
clearly state that all federal agencies must comply with standardized Windows desktop security requirements. The 
most important of these requirements as stated by the Office of Management and Budget is that agencies must restrict 
administrator rights on all desktop computers.  

Sarbanes-Oxley, Graham-Leach, ITIL, HIPAA, COSO, FERPA, etc. provide general security guidelines and recommendations 
regarding desktop security. Within each is the clear intention to have users running with least privilege. Ask any security 
auditor, including myself, how they interpret the regulations and they will be very quick to state that all users should be 
running as a non-Administrator with least privileges.

Limitations of Least Privilege
All of these reasons, plus any other reason you can drum up, have limitations. The limitations make it very difficult to 
restrict the user to running with least privileges on their desktop. The limitations are numerous, but these are the top 
limitations that prohibit or impede companies from implementing least privilege access for users.

•	 Applications that require the user to have administrative privileges or have membership in the Administrators group

•	 Access to key Web sites that run applets, Java scripts and ActiveX Controls that require administrative privileges

•	 System settings such as installing a local printer, defragging the hard-drive or installing hardware that require 
administrative privileges and make the user productive for their job

•	 Authorized unmanaged software installations that require administrative privileges

All of these limiting factors require that a user have administrative privilege to their desktop, or some other technology 
must be in place. There are technologies that solve these limitations, but there is no silver bullet for solving the very 
complex issues around users running with least privilege. However, with the right combination of technologies that 
exist today, least privilege can be achieved efficiently and in a cost effective manner. 

Default & Controllable Security Options for Desktops
Breaking down the key aspects of running with least privilege exposes the true nature of the problem. The problem 
stems from the fact that applications and installations must be performed as a user with administrative privileges. This 
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core issue has brought to life some different solutions for trying to fix the issue. When evaluating these solutions for a 
current Windows desktop, you must first evaluate the default security settings, in conjunction with ways to control the 
different aspects of the solutions.

If you break down the security options for desktops, you will find that there are some key settings that can be controlled 
to help with the issues. The question is whether or not these settings solve the problem, or if there are other issues that 
still need to be resolved. The settings can be broken down into three different areas:

•	 Local Group Membership

•	 Group Policy Security and Software Controls

•	 User Account Control

These three areas are important as they all three tie directly into the issue of a user running with least privilege. It is not 
only important to see where these areas succeed and fail, but to delineate the differences between default settings with 
those that are established by normal business practices.

Local Group Membership
The mechanism that is used to elevate a user to have administrative privileges is to add them to the local Administrators 
group on the desktop. There are additional groups, such as Power Users, on a desktop, but the Administrators group 
is the only group that has enough privilege to solve all issues for running applications. It is also worth noting that an 
educated user will find it easy to elevate their privileges from the Power Users group to Administrators. This is why 
Microsoft has removed the Power Users group Windows desktops and I do not recommend their use in corporations. 

The default settings for the local Administrators group are secure. The only user that has membership in this group 
initially is the local Administrator account. When the computer is joined to a Windows Active Directory domain, the 
Domain Admins group from Active Directory is automatically placed in this group as a member. Note a few things about 
the default Administrators group and administrative privilege for the user:

1. There are no user accounts from the domain having membership in the Administrators group by default

2. The only ways a user can obtain elevated privilege on their desktop by default is to be added to the Domain 
Admins group or to be added to the local Administrators group

This clearly means that the as far as group membership goes, a default installation of a Windows desktop is secure. 
Least privilege is not a Windows issue! Least privilege is an application and management issue that affects Windows 
computers.

Group Policy Security and Software Controls
Group Policy provides a robust and complete methodology for managing desktops. There are thousands of possible 
settings in a single Group Policy object. These settings range from security, to Internet Explorer controls, to printer 
mapping, and more. In addition, Group Policy includes a feature called Software Restriction, which allows administrators 
the ability to control which applications are able to run on a desktop.

There are some default security settings established from Group Policy. Group Policy establishes the following security 
settings in a fresh installation of Active Directory:

•	 Password Policy

•	 Account Lockout Policy
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•	 Force logoff when logon hours expire

•	 Encrypting File System is Enabled

•	 Data Recovery Agent for EFS

By default there are no software restriction controls established using Group Policy. This means that any application can 
be installed and run, as long as the user has the correct privileges based on the application requirements.

Software controls via Group Policy are not required, unless you give the user administrative privileges. However, if you 
provide administrative privileges to the user, software controls are only partially functional. Software controls using 
Group Policy can’t block the installation of an application, nor the running of some applications. 

The use of Group Policy settings to control least privilege has been successful for some, but the time and effort is 
painstaking, and it does create new security concerns. The best configurations in a Group Policy Object (GPO) to control 
applications include the File Permissions and Registry Permissions. These two areas in a GPO allow the administrator to 
set the Access Control List (ACL), which provides access to the files, folders, and Registry keys on the target computer. 
This has been successful in some instances where the applications that require administrative privilege can be given the 
correct access by adding the user account to the ACL. The user is still logging in as a limited access user, but is granted 
explicit access to the resources necessary to run the application via the permissions set through Group Policy. 

The limitations of this solution are that there are hundreds of applications in a corporation that require this detailed 
attention. The time to determine each file, folder and Registry key can take hours or days per application. If the 
application changes version or has an update, it could require more attention for setting permissions. An even greater 
drawback of this approach is the security risk. All of the files, folders, and Registry keys which you have made available, 
in order to allow a single application to run, are now accessible to all applications, including all sorts of malware.

User Account Control
User Account Control (UAC) is an excellent technology for what it provides to the desktop. UAC is designed to help with 
the LUA bug and is highly successful at accomplishing this for administrators. However, for the standard end user, UAC 
does have limitations for what it solves.

By default, UAC is enabled and will prompt the end user for administrative credentials when a program or task that 
requires such credentials is accessed. It is here that UAC does not meet the overall goals of least privilege. To work with 
these parameters, the administrator password would need to be provided to users (thus destroying least privilege 
completely) or an administrator would need to input credentials every time that a user needed to run an application 
or task requiring such elevated permission. According to Mark Russinivich, a, Microsoft Fellow, the over the shoulder 
solution is not recommended for enterprises. He states in a TechNet Magazine article,

“Even though elevation dialogs appear on a separate secure desktop, users have no way by default of verifying that 
they are viewing a legitimate dialog and not one presented by malware. That isn’t an issue for [administrator account 
mode] because malware can’t gain administrative rights with a faked Consent dialog, but malware could wait for a 
standard user’s OTS elevation, intercept it, and use a Trojan horse dialog to capture administrator credentials. With those 
credentials they can gain access to the administrator’s account and infect it. For this reason, OTS elevations are strongly 
discouraged in corporate environments.”  

You should not throw out the baby with the bath water here though. As an alternative to prompting the user for over 
the shoulder administrative support, you set UAC to silently fail to run the application. Although this is only part of the 
solution, Microsoft’s Windows Client Security Product Management Director, Austin Wilson, says that following about 
combining UAC with other technologies,
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“Microsoft recognizes that to help create a secure, auditable and compliant enterprise environment all users should 
be Standard Users and ideally not have administrative privileges or access to administrator passwords. BeyondTrust 
Privilege Manager (now PowerBroker for Windows) helps corporations that need to allow standard users to run 
applications that require administrative privileges on Windows Vista  with UAC enabled without any prompts or input 
required from the user. I am pleased to see third-party security vendors such as BeyondTrust improve what is already 
our most secure business client OS, Windows Vista,… The combination of elevating approved applications transparently 
with Privilege Manager and running UAC in no prompt mode with Internet Explorer in protected mode provides a best-
of-breed solution to the least privilege problem.”  

UAC is required for desktops to help protect against malware, viruses, adware, and other malicious applications that 
can be run locally, from the Internet, or even within poorly designed and created applications. The goal is to have UAC 
protect against the applications that do require administrative privilege, yet are not approved to run. This combination 
with a solution that does allow a user to run with least privilege and still run applications that require administrative 
privileges is an ideal solution.

Implementing Least Privilege
The LUA bug is not an easy solution to achieve, or is it? Most companies try to only use a single vendor or technology 
suite to solve the LUA bug. This approach is difficult to achieve, because there is no such solution available. Achieving 
least privilege on the desktop is a solution that requires many different technologies combined together. The great thing 
is that most of them are available free from Microsoft. They include new technologies or technologies that you never 
thought could be used in conjunction with others to solve the LUA bug. Below I have detailed out what technologies 
you need to combine. Solving the LUA bug is a three step process.

LUA STEP 1 – REMOVING USERS FROM LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS GROUP 

The only way a user can have administrative power over their desktop is to be included in the local Administrators group 
on their computer. This must be cleaned up, as it will immediately remove the user from having any administrative 
capabilities on their desktop. 

This can be a very time consuming process. Consider removing a single user account or group account from every 
desktop in your environment. That could take months, or even years, depending on how many desktops you have and 
the location of the desktops. 

There is a better solution, which is to use Group Policy. Group Policy Preferences provide a policy which can easily 
configure if a user has membership in the local Administrators group. Within just a few hours, the user accounts and 
group accounts that you specify to be removed will be automatically removed. 

LUA STEP 2 – RESETTING THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATOR PASSWORD 

If the user of the desktop has had any administrative capabilities, chances are very good that the user modified the 
local Administrator account password to a value they are aware of. If you proceed with Step 1, but don’t alter the 
Administrator password, the user can still logon with the local Administrator account to have elevated privileges. 
Therefore, you must reset the local Administrator account password. 

Like Step 1, if you consider altering this password for every desktop in your environment, it will take you too long before 
you can ensure that your Step 1 setting is not altered by the local Administrator account. 

Again as in Step 1, Group Policy Preferences can also solve this issue.

LUA STEP 3 – CONFIGURE APPLICATIONS THAT USERS CAN RUN ELEVATED 

The final step is to use a solution like BeyondTrust PowerBroker for Windows to elevate the appropriate applications that 
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require users to have administrative privilege. This step is essential, as it does not alter the logon credentials of the user. 
The user still logs in with a single set of credentials, all the time functioning as a limited user. 

PowerBroker for Windows is then configured in a Group Policy to include all of the applications that a user will need to 
run, which require administrative privilege. PowerBroker for Windows, on the fly, injects the Administrators group SID 
into the users process token for the application, granting them dynamic, administrative access to the application. The 
user only has administrative access to this single process and continues to have limited user access to all other tasks, 
applications, and functionality on the computer.

This solution is seamless to the user, as there are no prompts, warnings, or interaction required. The application just runs! 
When the application is closed, the token for that process is deleted, thus eliminating any administrative access for the 
user account until that application (or another approved application) is launched.

COMBINING LUA WITH UAC 

Now that least privilege is implemented, the rest of the computer must also be protected. PowerBroker for Windows 
does not provide additional protection above what is gained from removing administrative privileges. This is where UAC 
comes into the picture. UAC allows Internet Explorer to run in protected mode, providing additional protection to the 
user from malware, malicious applications, Trojans, or worms when running Internet Explorer. As stated above by Austin 
Wilson from Microsoft, using UAC in no-prompt mode with BeyondTrust PowerBroker for Windows is an ideal solution. 
This solution combination provides everything that is needed to control the user environment. The user is running with 
limited privileges at all times. The application process only runs with administrative privileges when administrative 
privilege is required and when the application is completed, the limited scope of elevated privilege is removed.

Summary
Desktop security has become a key factor for every company. There is not one company in existence that would not 
jump at the chance to have end users running with limited privileges, while still maintaining use of all of their required 
tasks and applications. As long as a company is making money and productive end users should have limited privileges. 

The LUA bug is not a Microsoft issue. However, it affects nearly every single desktop that runs Microsoft Windows 
software. The LUA bug is a development and application issue. Since the developers and application vendors continue 
to ignore security procedures during the creation of their products, the LUA bug must be handled in other ways. 

Using the multi-step approach of combining technologies, least privilege can be achieved on every Windows desktop. 
The modification of the local Administrators group members, altering the local Administrator account password, and 
giving users access to all applications as a limited user solves the LUA bug. All of these technologies exist and are easily 
implemented. Their combination will not only protect a desktop from the majority of malware, adware, and malicious 
programs that are constantly attempting to attack it, but also from the user who knowingly or unknowingly can damage 
the desktop.
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